
T R A D I T I O N A L  H A R D W O O D
H E A V Y  C O M M E R C I A L

C O L O N I A L
F I T T I N G  I N S T R U C T I O N S

The Richard Burbidge Traditional Hardwood Heavy
Commercial Colonial system is designed for professional
installation using draw-bored mortise and tenon joints and
is suitable for commercial installations where the balustrades
need to resist higher strength loadings of 1.5kN/m.

The system has been independently tested by FIRA and
when installed in accordance with these instructions
conforms with Building Regulations for balustrades on
stairs at 900mm high and for horizontal installations at
1100mm high. FIRA structural test reports TCMSF13438
and TCMSF14192.

The maximum span between centres of newels
should not exceed 900mm.

Before commencing the installation please read all
instructions carefully. Detailed instructions for planning
and deck building can be found in the Richard Burbidge
Decking systems brochure and on our website
www.richardburbidge.co.uk. Should you have any
enquiries regarding the Traditional Hardwood Heavy
Commercial Colonial system please contact our technical
department on 01691 678212.

Unless stated otherwise, all fixings should be stainless steel.

Horizontal Balustrades 
For horizontal balustrades establish where you would like
the top of the LD754 hardwood handrail to be in relation
to the LD771 hardwood 902mm Colonial newel. This can
be done using a small off cut of handrail. Draw around
the handrail profile with a pencil onto the face of the
Colonial newel (Fig.1). If using the optional LD770
hardwood capping rail draw around the profiles of both
of the rails onto the face of the newel (Fig.2).

Measure down the face of the LD771 hardwood 902mm
Colonial newel  from the pencil line representing the top
edge of the handrail/s 1100mm and draw a pencil line on
all 4 faces of the newel. This line represents the finished
deckboard level (Fig.3).

The LD771 hardwood 902mm Colonial newel must be
spaced at a maximum of 900mm centres, establish how
many newels will be used for the installation.

Lay LD771 hardwood 902mm Colonial newels all together
on a flat surface making sure that they are level and using
the previously marked newel transfer the lines
representing the top of the handrail/s and deckboard level
onto all the newels (Fig.4).

The LD754 hardwood handrail is fixed to the newel posts
using draw-bored mortise and tenon joints. Additionally
when using intermediate newels on straight runs, the
handrail must be fixed using a combination of mortise and
tenon joint plus the Richard Burbidge Intermediate Newel
Support Plate. (see intermediate newel section).

Mark and cut tenons to the ends of the LD754 hardwood
handrails, these should be a minimum width of half the
section size of the handrail and half the width of the newel
post in length (Fig.5). Cut matching mortises in the newel
posts and full through mortises on intermediate newels.

The LD755 hardwood baserail can either be fixed to the
top of the deckboards or suspended off them. If
suspending the baserail off the deckboards, measure
75mm up from the pencil line on the newel post
representing the deckboard level and mark the baserail
profile to the post with a pencil.
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T R A D I T I O N A L  C O L O N I A L  H A R D W O O D
C O M M E R C I A L  S Y S T E M

I N S TA L L AT I O N  I N S T R U C T I O N S

The Richard Burbidge Traditional Colonial Hardwood
Commercial System is designed for professional installation
using draw-bored mortise and tenon joints and is suitable
for Ground level domestic 0.36KN/m and raised level domestic
/lightcommercial 0.74KN/m installations. Additionally it can
be used at ground level for commercial 1.5KN/m installations.

Facts sheets for planning and building your deck can be
found in the library section of DECKPLANNERTM via our
website www.richardburbidge.com

Horizontal Balustrades 
For horizontal balustrades establish where you would like
the top of the LD754 hardwood handrail to be in relation
to the LD771 hardwood 902mm Colonial newel. This can
be done using a small off cut of handrail. Draw around
the handrail profile with a pencil onto the face of the
Colonial newel (Fig.1). If using the optional LD770
hardwood capping rail draw around the profiles of both
of the rails onto the face of the newel (Fig.2).

Measure down the face of the LD771 hardwood 902mm
Colonial newel  from the pencil line representing the top
edge of the handrail/s 1100mm and draw a pencil line on
all 4 faces of the newel. This line represents the finished
deckboard level (Fig.3).

The LD771 hardwood 902mm Colonial newel must be
spaced at a maximum of 900mm centres, establish how
many newels will be used for the installation.

Lay LD771 hardwood 902mm Colonial newels all together
on a flat surface making sure that they are level and using
the previously marked newel transfer the lines
representing the top of the handrail/s and deckboard level
onto all the newels (Fig.4).

The LD754 hardwood handrail is fixed to the newel posts
using draw-bored mortise and tenon joints. Additionally
when using intermediate newels on straight runs, the
handrail must be fixed using a combination of mortise and
tenon joint plus the Richard Burbidge Intermediate Newel
Support Plate. (see intermediate newel section).

Mark and cut tenons to the ends of the LD754 hardwood
handrails, these should be a minimum width of half the
section size of the handrail and half the width of the newel
post in length (Fig.5). Cut matching mortises in the newel
posts and full through mortises on intermediate newels.

The LD755 hardwood baserail can either be fixed to the
top of the deckboards or suspended off them. If
suspending the baserail off the deckboards, measure
75mm up from the pencil line on the newel post
representing the deckboard level and mark the baserail
profile to the post with a pencil.
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Mark and cut tenons to the ends of the baserail, these
should be a minimum width of half the section size of the
baserail and half the width of the newel post in length.
Cut matching mortises in the newel post.

When fixing the baserail directly to the top of the deckboards
there will be no need to construct mortise and tenon joints,
you should however mark the baserail profile to the face of
the newel as this will be used to establish the spindle length.

To calculate the number of Colonial spindles required and
to conform with the Building Regulations requirement of
the gap between spindles not allowing the passage of a
100mm sphere, measure the length of the handrail
excluding the tenons and divide by 120. Round the answer
up to the next whole number and divide this number back
into the rail length to establish exact centres for the
positions of the spindles.

i.e. 810mm divided by 120 = 6.75 spindles rounded up to 7

810mm divided by 7 = 115.7 = 6 spindles spaced at
115.7mm centres

The length of the spindles is established by measuring from
the larger groove in the previously drawn handrail to the top
of the baserail profiles on the face of the newel post (Fig.3).

Cut the spindles to length and mark and drill pilot holes
to the baserail at the required spindle spacing centres. Fix
the spindles to the baserail using 75mm No 8 stainless
steel screws, screwing through the underside of the
baserail and into the end section of the spindles (Fig.6).

Handrail Only Installations
If installing the handrail only, fix stainless steel fixing
plates to the top of the spindles using 50mm No 8
stainless steel screws and 18mm No 8 stainless steel screws
to secure the fixing plate to the underside of the handrail
(Fig.7). Fix all spindles to the handrail using the steel
fixing plates apart from the spindle that will be next to
the intermediate newel. This spindle is fixed once the unit
has been installed by drilling through the holes in the
stainless steel plate through the intermediate newel
support plate and screwing into the handrail.

Handrail & Capping Rail Installations
When using the handrail and capping rail combination,
the spindles are fixed through the top of the handrail
using 75mm No 8 stainless steel screws. The handrail is
then fixed to the capping rail by using 38mm No 8 screws
through the groove in the handrail (Fig.8).

The capping rail is wider than the newel posts and can be
slightly chamfered if desired (Fig.9).

Lay the newel posts onto a clean flat surface and offer the
assembled unit of spindles, handrails and baserails so that
the tenons on the handrails are inserted into the mortises
in the newel posts, use an exterior grade PVA wood glue
to glue the joints. Draw bore using 9mm diameter
hardwood dowel (Fig.10).

Offer the complete unit to the joist and fix the posts to
the joists using stainless steel bolts or Richard Burbidge
landscape screws (Fig.11). When fixing the baserail to the
top of the deckboards use a deckboard on edge fixed to
the face of the joist to support the baserail.

For those installations where the baserail is fixed directly
to the top of the deckboards use a minimum 75mm No 8
stainless steel screws fixed through the baserail,
deckboard and into the joists.

Intermediate Newels
When using intermediate newels on straight runs, the
handrails must be fixed using a combination of mortise
and tenon joints plus the Richard Burbidge Intermediate
Newel Support Plate. Cut tenons to the handrails as
detailed in Fig.5 and fix the newel support plate to the
end of one handrail equi distance  from the end using 2 x
No 8 25mm stainless steel screws supplied (Fig.12). Fix the
assembled unit as previously described and offer the next
assembled unit to the fixed unit so that the tenon on the
handrail sits over the top of the support plate and into
the mortise. Fix the spindle next to the intermediate
newel by drilling through the holes in the stainless steel
plate through the intermediate newel support plate and
screwing into the handrail.  
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Raking Balustrades

Please note that for rake/stair balustrades only the
handrail is used, do not use the capping rail. The system is
designed for use on stairs with a pitch of 33º to 38º.  

For decks requiring raking/stair balustrades the newel
accommodating both horizontal 1100mm and raking 900m
handrail heights has a longer head of 360mm. This newel
should be positioned during horizontal landing installations so
that it central or half laps the string. These instructions assume
that the stair string will be a cut string rather than closed.

Find the centre point of the newels to be used on the stairs
at 2 points along their length and draw a pencil line.
Measure down from the top part of the square of the base
261mm (Fig.13) and scribe a pencil line through the face of
the newel at the same angle/pitch of the stairs using an
adjustable bevel. Where the 2 lines intersect measure up
900mm (minimum handrail height) and mark the newels
with a pencil (Fig 14), again using the adjustable bevel.

Temporary fix the newels to the side of the stairs in their
desired final position, adjusting the newels by moving
forward/backwards or by cutting their length down so that
the drawn pitch line on the newels lines up with the pitch
line of the stairs. The pitch line of the stairs is established
by resting a straight edge on top of the steps (Fig.14).

To establish the lengths of the handrails and baserails
required between the newels and whilst the newels are in
position offer up a length of handrail and baserail to the
pencil lines and mark the rails where they hit the newel
turnings. If working single-handed you may find this
easier to do using quick release clamps (Fig.15).

Remove the newels and square off the lines representing
the rails onto the inside faces to allow for marking and
cutting of mortises.

Mark and cut tenons to the ends of the handrails, these
should be a minimum width of half the section size of the
handrail and half the width of the newel post in length
(Fig.5). Cut matching mortises in the newel posts and full
through mortises on intermediate newels (Fig 16).

As the top raking newel post is already fixed and
accommodating the previously installed horizontal
balustrades the mortise on this newel will need to be
constructed with the post in-situ. Units on stairs are
installed working from this newel and down the stairs. 

As with horizontal balustrades when using intermediate newels
on stairs, the handrails must be fixed using a combination of
mortise and tenon joints plus the Richard Burbidge
Intermediate Newel Support Plate. Fix the newel support plate
to the end of the handrail equi distance from the end (Fig.12)
using 2 x No 8 25mm stainless steel screws supplied.

Insert the handrail with newel support fixing plate into
the full through mortise in the intermediate newel and
glue and draw bore (Fig 17).

Fix the baserail and glue and draw bore the tenon.

The spindles for rake/stairs installations should be spaced
so that a 100mm sphere cannot pass through. Once you
have calculated how many spindles you will use they need
to be cut to the correct length and angle.

Offer a spindle to the side of the rail and post assembly
and mark and cut the spindle accordingly. Check for fit
between the handrail and baserail before using as a
template to mark and cut the remaining spindles.

Fix the spindles as described in the Handrail Only section
previously detailed in the horizontal balustrade instructions.

Fix the whole assembly to the top of stair newel by
locating and gluing tenons, draw-boring and fixing the
intermediate newel to the stair string (Fig 18).

The lower section of bottom newel, rails and spindles should
now be assembled and offered up to the previously fixed unit
so that the tenon on the handrail sits over the top of the
support plate and into the mortise on the intermediate newel.

Fix as previously described (Fig 19).

Maintenance – the system is manufactured from durable
hardwoods and should be treated twice yearly with teak
oil or suitable exterior wood stain/varnish. It is perfectly
natural as the timber weathers for some surface splitting
and checking to occur and these natural defects should
have no effect to the balustrades performance. 

All fixings should be periodically checked and retightened
as required.
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Maintenance

The Richard Burbidge Traditional Colonial Commercial
balustrades are manufactured from sapele. Although moderately
durable any untreated timber exposed to the natural elements
should be protected from the weather to make them more
resistant to picking up moisture. To enhance and protect the
hardwood balustrade apply either a proprietary clear water
repellent, semi-transparent stain or decking oil.

For further information please refer to the maintenance and
finishing fact sheet in our DECKPLANNERTM library section via
our website www.richardburbidge.com

All fixings should be periodically checked and retightened
as required.


